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 (iv) 

 

 ABSTRACT 

 

The study aims at analysing the structure and significance of Northern Sotho traditional 

songs with reference to children.  This will be achieved by analysing the internal and 

external structures of traditional songs using poetic devices.  The study will also show the 

benefits (significances) children get from those songs.  It was discovered that most of the 

songs are affected by the introduction of foreign cultures and languages in the 

communities and they are sung in many different languages. 

 

The study recommends that Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs be included in the 

school curriculum in all grades at both primary and secondary schools. 
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 ABSTRACT 

 

 

This study explores the use of nonverbal communication in Northern Sotho discourse.  

The paper serves as an introduction to the study of nonverbal communication in African 

Languages.  The concept of nonverbal communication is as equally important in a 

communication system as verbal communication.  Therefore, this paper focuses on some 

of the various forms of nonverbal communication such as facial expressions, proxemics, 

haptics, personal appearance, and most importantly, the concept of time.  This study is 

done mainly in comparison with the Western way of doing things and how the social 

changes affect the use of these cues. 
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CHAPTER ONE 


 


1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 


 


Traditional songs are those songs that have been handed down from generation to 


generation through the word of mouth. 


 


Northern Sotho traditional songs are divided into adult songs and children’s songs.  


Most of the researchers concentrate on adult songs rather than children’s songs.  


Children’s traditional songs differ from adult traditional songs in a sense that 


children’s songs always accompany their games whereas adult songs are not 


characterized by playing (games).  Both children’s songs and adult songs can be 


analysed according to their structures using poetic devices. 


 


The fact that children are ignored when they play, is one of the reasons why people 


do not take their songs seriously.  Most of the time, children are sent to play outside 


where adults cannot hear them as they sing, since they are regarded to be noise-


makers.   Thus, adults do not do a follow-up on how they go about in their songs and 


games.  Adults always think that children only sing for amusement, not 


understanding that there are other values that children gain from the songs other than 


that of amusement. 


 


For this research, emphasis will be on the Northern Sotho children’s songs, with 


focus on their structure and significance. 


 


1.2 AIM OF THE STUDY 


 


The aim of this study is in  two-fold, namely; 


 


* To make a structural analysis of Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs; 


* To show the value of children’s songs. 


For the realization of this aim, the following questions will have to be answered: 
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* What is the nature of children’s traditional songs? 


* Do children’s songs have any values? 


 


1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 


 


* The study will help add to the existing knowledge on Northern Sotho 


 traditional songs. 


 


* It will also help people to appreciate and enjoy aesthetics inherent in 


 traditional children’s songs. 


 


* The study will be of value to such departments as the Department of 


 Education, and the Department of Arts and Culture, which put more emphasis 


 on the revival of cultural performance. 


 


* Children’s songs may also be of value in the domain of tourists, thus 


 generating income for society. 


 


1.4 METHODOLOGY 


 


1.4.1 Collection of data 


 


To collect information about the children’s songs, the following research methods 


will be employed. 


 


1.4.1.1   Ethno-methodology 


 


Bailey (1978:283) regards Ethno-methodology as a method that studies how 


members of a society, in the course of ongoing social interaction, make sense of 


‘indexical” expressions.  Methods applied in this methodology are skills practices, 


and  assumptions. 
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Bailey continues by saying that one major data-gathering technique of Ethno-


methodology is observation. 


 


Through this method, information will be gathered by both visiting communities, and 


observing and listening to the children and adults as they sing the traditional songs. 


 


1.4.1.1.1 Sampling 


 


Sampling means choosing a smaller group for questioning to collect data.  The simple 


random sampling method will be employed.  All members of the community stand a 


chance of being selected.  The sample will be chosen from the population of the 


Moletjie area.  The population will be comprised of children and adults from the 


communities that will be randomly selected, whereby members are native Northern 


Sotho speakers.  Some of the members may perform individually and  others in 


groups. 


 


1.4.1.1.2 Data analysis 


 


According to Gresswell (1994:153) data collection and data analysis are the activities 


that occur simultaneously.  After data have been collected, the research will: 


 


*   Analyse the recorded data. 


*   Data will be classified according to themes that will appear in the volume. 
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1.4.1.2      Secondary research method 


 


The secondary research method will be used to get the relevant and accurate 


information as it appears in different written sources already documented by a variety 


of scholars.  The information will be collected from books, journals and dissertations. 


 


1.5 LITERATURE REVIEW 


 


For a research to be effective, it is important for a researcher to review literature that 


is relevant to the topic.  Many scholars have undertaken studies on traditional songs 


wherein children’s songs were not dealt with extensively. 


 


1.5.1 Petje (nd) 


 


Petje’s writing on traditional songs is concerned with women.  Some of the songs in 


his examples are children’s songs, although he did not deal with them extensively. 


Such songs can thus be sung by both boys and girls.  Petje (nd:11) under the hunting 


songs, the song ‘Mamati o se ntome”, is sung by children (boys and girls), not 


women.  Petje gives an example of a song entitled “Banyana ba gešo re a tloga”, is 


not actually a women’s song but it is sung by girls as they compete with others.  The 


writing of Petje will help a great deal, since the examples of songs mentioned will 


assist in this research.  The poetic devices he uses in analyzing songs are also relevant 


to this research.  The researcher will use some of them to analyse children’s songs. 


 


1.5.2 Milubi (1997) 


 


Milubi defines songs as the oral traditional poetry that is survival of an indefinite 


past, which was handed down from one generation to another by word of mouth.  The 


above definition is of much importance since it also qualifies the children’s 


traditional songs. 
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Milubi also emphasizes the fact that songs, as poetry, were traditionally, never put 


into writing.  From this study, one is able to understand that traditional songs are as 


old as existence because the songs sung in the olden days are still sung today.   Most 


of the songs are dying because of the intercultural activities within the communities 


that affect the traditions of the people.  The researcher finds it necessary that songs be 


put into writing in order that they can be preserved for future generation. 


 


Concerning children’s songs, Milubi (1997:6) divides them into rhymes, songs and 


lullabies.  This is important and relevant to this research because even Northern 


Sotho children’s songs are divided into those groups. 


 


Milubi also mentions the value of children’s songs.  In his study, the Venda 


children’s songs are analysed using poetic devices.  This will be of much value since 


the devices used in Venda children’s songs can also be used to analyse the Northern 


Sotho children’s songs. 


 


1.5.3 Guma (1967) 


 


In his writings,  Guma (1967:179) regards songs as poetry as he says that South 


Sotho traditional poetry was meant for the ear rather than the eye, to be heard rather 


than read. 


 


The fact that songs have poetry qualities will make it easy for the researcher to 


analyse the songs using the poetic devices. 


 


Guma agrees that songs can be analysed according to the structure.  He says most of 


the songs are characterized by the presence of a chorus or refrain, as well as body 


gestures and moodily movements of various kinds.  The above explanation is all 


about what happens with children’s songs.  All the facts mentioned will be used in 


the research since they qualify as children’s songs. 
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Concerning the value of songs, Guma (1967:102)  says that:  “poetry is descriptive of 


joys, sorrows, hopes and aspirations of an individual”.  The values mentioned will be 


used in the present research since the researcher will be able to quote relevant values 


from Guma’s work, and elaborate with relevant examples of songs. 


 


1.5.4 Finnegan (1970) 


 


Finnegan defines lullabies as songs sung by nurses to the babies especially when the 


mothers are away.  In Northern Sotho, lullabies can be sung by anyone in care of the 


baby.  This includes the father, sisters or children, as long as the baby can be rocked 


to sleep.  The above-mentioned definition will be used in this research as a point of 


departure for the definition of lullabies as to avoid confusion. 


 


In her study, Finnegan presents the values children’s songs give to the children, such 


as helping the children to pronounce, counting, knowing relatives and family 


members.  The values mentioned are relevant to this research and the present 


researcher will use them to complete the research and support them with relevant 


songs. 


 


1.5.5 Mothata (1991) 


 


Mothata divides children’s songs into lullabies and game songs.  He concentrates 


only on the babies and slightly older age-group, thus ignoring children aged between 


babies and older age-group, being those who actually sing rhymes.  There is no way 


in which a child can move from lullabies and straight to game songs without passing 


through rhymes.  Every stage of childhood has relevant songs that are important as 


they help in the development of a child.  For this envisaged research, the songs will 


be divided into lullabies, rhymes, and songs (for older age group), and the former is 


always accompanied by games. 
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Mothata’s study also supplies the present researcher with valuable information when 


he mentions the value of songs.  Mothata (1991:9) says that “besides the 


entertainment, the game songs are also helping the child to develop mentally, 


physically, emotionally and socially”.  These values are much important and they 


also occur in the Northern Sotho children’s songs.  The present researcher will use 


these values during the discussion on the significance of children’s songs. 


 


Mothata further mentions the form and structure of traditional songs.  The poetic 


devices used in his analysis will help in this research since they are some of the 


important devices for poetry.  However, he failed to show whether the devices used 


in structure are external or internal.  It is important to divide the poetic devices into 


being either external (external form) or internal (imagery), for the researcher to be 


clearly understood. 


 


1.5.6 Rabothata (1991) 


 


Rabothata’s study supplies the present researcher with important information 


concerning the analysis of songs.  He analysed Venda songs using the poetic devices.  


The poetic devices used in Venda songs can also be used to analyse Northern Sotho 


children’s songs. 


 


Rabothata also mentions the value of songs.  Those values are relevant to the present 


research, and will assist the researcher during the discussion on the significance of 


children’s songs. 


 


1.6 CONCLUSION 


 


Researchers in Northern Sotho have undergone studies on the traditional songs.  Most 


of them concentrated only on adult songs instead of children’s songs. 
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The present researcher finds it necessary for the Northern Sotho children’s songs to 


be researched on.  This envisaged research will be concerned with the structural 


analysis (using poetic devices) of  Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs and 


their significance. 
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CHAPTER  TWO 
 


2.0 THE EXTERNAL STRUCTURE OF CHILDREN’S SONGS 


 


2.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


The Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:1434) defines the concept ‘structure’ 


as “to arrange the different parts of something into a pattern or system in which each 


part is connected to the other”. 


 


Mothata (1991:15) says the term ‘form’ is “the outcome of a particular patterning of 


structures that has been recognized and accepted. Considering ‘form’ through 


structural analysis, makes it to be of literary significance”. 


 


Peacock, as quoted by Rabothata (1991:62), says: “the music of a song, it is true 


takes its structure – the shape of melody, the colouring of harmony, the compositional 


form from the poem set”. 


 


Songs are poetry in their own right.  The devices used to analyse poems can be used 


to analyse the songs. 


 


To support the above statement, Guma (1967:102) says: 


 


“… dance, music and poetry are closely associated, in 
that the latter is mainly choral, has a refrain or chorus and 
is invariably accompanied by hand-clapping, drum 
beating and feet stamping on the ground. It is also 
characterized by a strong rhythm, which conveys such 
pleasure to the ear that old men, no longer able to 
participate may be seen nodding their heads in unison”. 


 


The structural pattern of a song is divided into the external structure (literal form of 


language) and the internal structure (imagery) that is formed by the figurative 
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language. Three types of children’s songs, i.e. lullabies, rhymes, and songs (for 


slightly older children) will be analysed according to external and internal structures. 


 


The external structure of the song is about the literal form of language. The everyday 


language, that is clear and straightforward, is used: the language that is understood by 


every member of the community, even those who are not native speakers of the 


language. 


 


According to Milubi (1997:08), “the external structure deals with the external shape 


of the material that the poet is using.  The external structure operates on the 


denotative or literal level of analysis and does not have a deep underlying meaning”. 


 


The external structure of lullabies, rhymes and songs is realised when use is made of 


literal devices which according to Milubi (1997:08) are:  refrain, parallelism, linking, 


rhyme, repetition, alliteration, elision, assonance and rhythm. 


 


2.1.1 Lullabies 
 
Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:856) defines the concept lullaby as “a 
slow, quiet song sung to children to make them go to sleep”. 
 
Finnegan (1970:299) regards lullabies as the songs sung by nurses to the babies 
especially when their mothers are away. She continues to say that lullabies provide a 
good example of what is a simple, natural and spontaneous expression of feeling in 
all societies. 
 


In Northern Sotho, lullabies are sung by almost anybody who cares for a baby: a 


nurse, mother, father, granny or sibling. The exclusive purpose is to rock a baby to 


sleep.  The monotonous and soothing sounds of lullabies are always accompanied by 


humming sounds like lalala, nanana, mamama or lololo.  Masculine voices, 


generally, are relatively rough and cannot produce the soothing sound expected from 
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a lullaby.  Lullabies need a soft, smooth voice to be effective.  Children often sing 


lullabies to their dolls, imitating what is done by the adults at home. 


2.1.1.1  Refrain 


 


Webster (1997:430) says “Refrain is a phrase, line or verse that recurs regularly at 


intervals throughout a poem or song especially at the end of each stanza or division”. 


 


Fowler (1973:202) says that a refrain is a line, or a group of lines, of verse, repeated 


in its totality so regularly or in such a specific pattern as to become a controlling 


(ballad) or defining (fixed form) structural factor. 


 


The following lullaby is sung to babies while mothers are away. Its aim is to rock the 


baby to sleep. 


 


Nana nanana 


Nana robala 


Bommago ga ba gona 


Ba ile mašemong 


Nana nanana 


Ba tla tla le eng? 


Ba tla le magapu. 


Nana nanana. 


 


(Nana nanana 
 
Baby sleep 


Your mother is not here 


She’s gone to the fields 


Nana nanana 


What will she bring? 


She’ll bring us some watermelons. 


Nana nanana.) 
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The line “nana nanana” is repeated several times and carries the function of the 


lullaby.  It is a refrain. Moreover, it sounds smooth and soothing. It actually puts a 


baby to sleep.  The whole lullaby can also be sung using only the humming sounds  


like “nanana”, lalala, mamama, and lololo without affecting its function. 


 


The following lullaby is sung to a toddler who is still learning to walk with the 


assistance of a nurse or family member: 


 


Nthothi ntshepediše. 
A re ye go bommago 
Nthothi ntshepediše 
Ba ile lebenkeleng 
Nthothi ntshepediše 
Ba tla go rekela malekere 
Nthothi ntshepediše. 


 


(Nthothi help me walk 
Let’s go to your mother 
Nthothi help me walk 
She’s gone to the shops 
Nthothi help me walk 
She’ll buy you some sweets 
Nthothi help me walk.) 


 


The line “Nthothi ntshepediše” appears several times in the lullaby and conveys the 


object of the lullaby.  The singer prods a child to make an effort to walk by dint of a 


promise to give it sweets. 
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2.1.1.2  Parallelism 


 


Webster (1997:378)  regards parallelism as: 


 


A component of literary style in both prose and poetry in which coordinate ideas are 


arranged in phrases, sentences and paragraphs that balance one element with  another 


of equal importance and similar wording.  The repetition of sounds, meanings, and 


structures serves to order, emphasize and point out relations. 


 


According to Pretorius (1968:159), parallelism is described as “linguistic similarities 


observed between certain lines in a verse of poetry”. 


 


Parallelism also occurs in lullabies where the first part of one line is similar to the 


first part of the next line and their second parts are related or similar. 


 


The following lullaby is sung to the crying baby to make it stop crying: 


 


Kuruwee! Kuruwee! 


Monkane wa gago ke yola! 


Monkane wa gago ke yola! 


 


Kuruwee!  Kuruwee! 


Borakgadiago ke bale! 


Borakgadiago ke bale! 


 
Kuruwee!  Kuruwee! 
Bana beno ke bale! 
Bana beno ke bale! 
 
(Kuruwee!  Kuruwee! 
Your friend is there! 
Your friend is there. 
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Kuruwee!  Kuruwee! 
Your aunt is there! 
Your aunt is there 
Kuruwee!  Kuruwee! 
Your granny is there! 
Your granny is there!) 


 


The whole lullaby is characterized by parallelism.  Lines 2 and 3 are both similar in 


words and meaning.  Both have the words “Monkane wa gago ke yola”.  The first 


part is “Monkane wa gago”, the second part is “ke yola”.  The pattern followed is: 


 
           a     b 
 
  a     b 
 
2.1.1.3   Linking 
 


The lullaby also shows linking as one of its poetic devices.  The Dictionary of 


Contemporary English (2001:826) defines linking as “a relationship between two 


things or ideas, in which one is caused or affected by the other”. 


 


Schapera, as quoted by Milubi (1997:13), regards linking as “a word or idea 


occurring in the second half of a line which is repeated in the first half of the 


succeeding line”.  According to Milubi (1997:13), “linking serves to enhance the 


melodious effect of the lullaby.” 


There are three (3) types of linking: vertical linking, oblique linking, and cross 


linking. 


 
2.1.1.3.1   Vertical linking 
 
Concerning vertical linking, Milubi (1997:13) says that it usually happens when 
similar words (or stems or roots) appear at the beginning of successive lines (initial 
linking) or at the end (final linking). 
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2.1.1.3.1.1   Initial linking 
 
Initial linking is when the beginning word(s) or phrase(s) of two successive lines of 
poetry are the same (Pretorias, 1982:35). 
 


Lullaby 


A ntutulele 


Ngwana robala 
Bommago ga ba gona 
Bommago ba ile mašemong 
Ba tla tla le eng? 
Ba tla le magapu 
A ntutulele. 
 
 (Lull!  Lull! 
Baby sleep 
Your mother is not here 


She has gone to the fields 


What will she bring us? 


She will bring us watermelons 


Lull!  Lull!) 


 


Lines 3 and 4 show initial linking  “Bommago ga ba gona”. 


     Bommago ba ile mašemong”. 


 


The word “Bommago” appears at the beginning of lines 3 and 4, therefore initial 


linking occurs on the lullaby.  This can be represented by the diagram: 


 


          a 


 


          b 


 


2.1.1.3.1.2   Final linking 
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Final linking occurs when the last word(s) in two or more successive lines are the 


same. 


 


Pretorius (1982:35) says that final linking is when the last word(s) or parts of words 


in successive lines are the same or convey the same meaning. 


 


Mammati mpelegele, 


Mpelegele ngwana yo ke a lema, 


Wa mpona ke a lema 


Ke lema ke le noši 


Ke lema ke le noši. 


 


(Mammati carry for me 


Carry this baby, I’m ploughing 


You see I’m ploughing 


I plough alone 


I plough alone.) 


 


Lines 2 and 3 of the lullaby end with “lema”.  The repetition of “lema” on these lines 


and position brings about the final linking. 


 


2.1.1.3.2   Oblique linking 


 


This type of linking occurs when the last word(s) of the preceding line becomes the 


initial word(s) of the next line.  That linking follows a slanting pattern of a graph. 


 


Concerning oblique linking, Ntuli, as quoted by Milubi (1997:16), says:  “We prefer 


to call this linking oblique because it can be represented with lines having a slant 


from one side to the other”.  The following lullaby shows oblique linking: 


 


Ngwana wa bomma homola 
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Nka go lahla ka mafuri 


Mafuri a thašana tšago 


Mma o sa ile nokeng 


Nokeng ga Masubelele 


O sa ile go tšea meetse 


Meetse sedula ka motšega 


Owaa-oo-waa-oo. 


 


(My mother’s baby stop crying 


I will dump you in the backyard 


The backyard of your age-group 


Mother has gone to the river 


The river at ga Masubelele 


She’s gone to fetch water 


The water that stays in the clay pot 


Owaa-oo-owaa-oo.) 


 


Lines 2 and 3 show oblique linking.  Line 2 ends with “mafuri” and line 3 starts with 


“mafuri”.  The same with line 4 and 5.  Line 4 ends with “nokeng” and line 5 starts 


with “nokeng”. 


 


The following pattern represents oblique linking. 


 


Nka go lahla ka mafuri, 


Mafuri a thašana tšago. 


 


Mma o sa ile nokeng. 


Nokeng ga Masubelele. 


 


2.1.1.4   Elision 
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Collins Large Print Dictionary defines elision as “omission of a syllable or vowel 


from the spoken word”. 


 


Webster (1997:159) defines elision as: 


 


The slurring or omission of a final unstressed vowel that precedes either another 


vowel or a weak consonant sound.  It also may be the dropping of a consonant 


between vowels.  Elision is used to fit the words into a metrical scheme, to smooth 


the rhythm of a poem or to ease the pronunciation of words. 


 


The following lullaby shows elision: 


 


  Ngwanaka o a lla 


  Ngwanaka, ngwanaka o a lla 


  O a lla, mpepu ngwanaka 


  Mpepu re tloge 


  Homola ngwanaka, homola ngwanaka 


  Ngwanaka nka mo sohlola ka mafuri 


  Mafuri a thašana tšago 


  Ka ipeleša lehlaka 


  Lehlaka le sa llego. 


   


  (My child is crying 


  My child, my child is crying 


  Is crying let me carry you my child 


  Carry you on my back and we leave 


  Stop crying my child, stop crying my child 


  I can take you off in the fields 


  The fields of your age-group 


  And carry the maize stem 


  The stem that does not cry.) 
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“Ngwanaka” is supposed to be ngwana wa ka.  The possessive concord “wa” is 


omitted.  “Ngwana” and the possessor “ka” assimilate to form “ngwanaka”. 


 


In the place of word(s) omitted, the apostrophe (’) is sometimes placed to show that 


the process has occurred. 


 


The following line also carries the elision:  “Mafuri a thašana tšago”. 


 


The word “tšago” is supposed to be “tša gago”.  The possessive concord ga is 


omitted, then tša and go assimilated to form “tšago”. 


 


According to Rabothata (1991:87), “the omission enables a song to have a 


subsistence word economy and solves the problem of short and long lines.” 


 


2.1.1.5    Alliteration 


 


Pretorius (1982:32) says:  “Alliteration is the process by which a consonant sound or 


sounds are repeated in one or more lines of poetry to obtain a particular sound 


effect.” 


 


Webster (1997:16) defines alliteration as “the repetition of consonant sounds in two 


or more neighbouring words or syllables.  In the most common form of alliteration, 


the initial sounds are the same, thus the alternate name head rhyme.  As a poetic 


device, alliteration is often discussed with assonance and consonance”. 


 


The following song shows alliteration of “l”: 


 


 


Ngwanešo ikhomolele 


Ikhomolele o itšalo 


Mmago o sa ile mašemong 


O tlo go tlela magapu 
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Ga se magapu ke mekopu. 


Mekopu ya Mmathamane 


Ngwana ge a lla ga ke mo rate 


Ke rata ge a re mpelege 


Ka tšea thari ka belega. 


Ka mo lahla ka mafuri 


Ka ipelegela lehlaka 


Lehlaka le le sa llego 


Le lla ka mohla’ pula, 


Mohla’ pula le diphefo. 


 


(Stop crying my brother/sister 


Stop crying as you are 


Your mother’s gone to the fields 


She’ll bring you watermelons 


They are not watermelons but pumpkins 


Pumpkins of Mmathamane. 


 


  The child when he cries I don’t like it 


I like when she/he says carry me at your back 


I take the blanket and carry. 


 


I can throw her in the fields 


And then carry the maize stem 


The stem that does not cry 


That cries during rainy times 


During rainy times and winds.) 


The third stanza shows alliteration by repeating the “l”: 


 


Ka ipelegela lehlaka 


Lehlaka le le sa llego 


Le lla ka mohla’ pula 
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Mohla’pula le diphefo. 


 


The “l” sound is repeated many times on the stanza and gives rhythm to the song. 


 


2.1.1.6   Assonance 


 


Fowler (1973:247) defines assonance as:  “Identity of vowel sounds”.  Barnet 


(1964:154) defines assonance as  “Identical vowel-sounds preceded and followed by 


differing consonant sounds, in words in proximity”. 


 


According to Webster (1997:42), assonance is “the resemblance of sound in words or 


syllables – the relatively close juxtaposition of similar sounds, especially of vowels”. 


 


In most of the lullabies, the vowel sounds are repeated several times.  Vowels are 


smooth sounds that give lullabies their effectiveness. 


 


Nana nanana 


Nana robala 


Bommago ga ba gona 


Ba ile mašemong. 


 


 (Nana nanana 


Baby sleep  


Your mother is not here 


She’s gone to the fields.) 


 


There is a repetition of the vowel sound “a”.  It occurs several times on the syllables 


forming lines of the song.  This repetition gives the lullaby a soothing sound that 


makes the child (baby) to fall to sleep. 


 


Lullaby extract that follows shows assonance where the vowel sound “e” is repeated 


many times: 
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Ka mo lahla ka mafuri 


Ka ipelegela lehlaka 


Lehlaka le le sa llego. 


 


2.1.1.7   Rhythm 


 


The Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:1218) defines rhythm as: “A regular 


repeated pattern of sounds or movements”. 


 


Webster (1997:441) defines rhythm as: “an ordered recurrent alternation of strong 


and weak elements in the flow of sound and silence in speech”. 


 


Brown, quoted by Rabothata (1991:71), defines rhythm as: 


 


‘Any organized and intelligible relationship between the 
individual items of a series of sounds or motions, such 
relationships being organised with respect to emphasis 
and duration”. 


 


Finnegan (1970:300) says “lullabies are brought out by the rhythm and liquid vowel 


sounds of the original”. 


 


In lullabies, rhythm is brought about by usage of repetition of vowel sounds, 


especially at the end of the lines. This brings about the body movement of the mother 


from side to side as the lullaby is sung with the baby in the hands or back to front and 


vice-versa when the baby is carried on the back. 


Lullaby 
 
Mmamati mpelegele 


Mpelegele ngwana ke a lema 


Wa mpona ke a lema 


Ke lema ke le noši 


Ke lema ke le noši. 
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In this case, rhythm depends on rhyme.  The final sounds forming rhyme also bring 


about rhythm to the song. 


 


2.1.1.8    Repetition 


 


The Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:1201) defines the term repetition as:  


“Doing the same thing many times”. 


 


Pretorias (1982:32) says “repetition promotes the epic flow and development”.  


Repetition is something that occurs over and over again.  It can be found at any part 


of the line of a song.  It is the characteristic of lullabies since phrases, words, or lines 


are repeated several times in one song. 


 


Lullaby 
       
Ngwanaka o a lla      
Ngwanaka, ngwanaka o a lla    


O a lla, mpepu ngwanaka     


Homola ngwanaka, homola ngwanaka  . 


 


(My child is crying 


My child, my child is crying 


Is crying, I carry you my child 


I carry you and we go 


Stop crying my child, stop crying.) 


The above song shows the word “ngwanaka” being repeated several times over.  This 


repetition emphasizes the idea of love the mother has for her baby. Another repeated 


phrase is “o a lla”.  This shows that the mother is worried as the baby cries 


continually. 
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The whole repetition emphasizes the fact that mothers become frustrated when their 


children cry, especially the babies that cannot communicate their problems to their 


mothers. 


 


2.1.2 Children’s Rhymes 


 


Children’s rhymes are usually called nursery rhymes.  They are meant for young 


children from three (3) to five (5) years old. 


 


The Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:1218) defines the concept rhyme as:  


“A short poem or song, especially for children, using words that rhyme”. 


Webster (1997:439) defines rhyme as: “a type of echoing produced by the close 


placement of two or more words within similarly sounding final syllables.  Rhyme is 


used by poets (and occasionally by prose writers) to produce sounds that appeal to the 


ear and to unify and establish a poem’s stanza’s form.  End rhyme is most common.” 


 


Children’s rhymes are always characterized by the repetition of sounds, especially the 


vowels at the end of lines.   Milubi (1997:19) says:  “a look at children’s rhyme or 


nursery rhymes reveals a playful eye rhyme scheme.  Such a rhyme comes through 


the constant repetition of certain words”. 


 


The following rhyme is sung by children when they enjoy the drizzling of the rain.  


They run around the yard singing. 


 


 


 


Rhyme 


Pula e a na 


Mantlapulele 


Pula e a na 


Mantlapulele 


Re tlo ja magapu 
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Mantlapulele. 


 


 (It is raining 


Mantlapulele 


It’s raining 


Mantlapulele 


We’ll eat melons 


Mantlapulele.) 


 


The rhyme scheme followed by the above rhyme is: 


 


  a 


  b 


  a 


  b 


  c 


b 


 


The above rhyme also shows refrain since some of the lines are repeated several 


times, e.g., Pula e a na and Mantlapulele.   


 


Repetition 


 


There is a repetition of words on the rhyme, like “pula” and “mantlapulele”.   


 


The following rhyme helps the children to know their body parts.  It is sung in the 


evening when they are waiting for bedtime: 


 


Ngwedi o tagile 


Nonnonnopi 


Seatla ka se bona 


Nonnonnopi 
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Monwana ka o bona 


Nonnonnopi 


Lenala ka le bona 


Nonnonnopi 


Hlogo ka e bona 


Nonnonnopi. 


Tsebe ka e bona 


Nonnonnopi 


Nko ka e bona 


Nonnonnopi 


Molomo ka o bona 


Nonnonnopi. 


   


  (The moon is bright 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the hand 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the finger 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the nail 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the head 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the ear 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the nose 


Nonnonnopi 


I can see the mouth 


Nonnonnopi.) 


 


Children will name their body parts in this rhyme.  The rhyme pattern followed is: 
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  a 


b 


c 


b 


c 


  b 


  c 


 


The above rhyme is also characterized by refrain, which occurs because of the 


repetition of the word nonnonnopi that also serves as the chorus for the song.  


Repetition occurs as the word bona appears in every line of the rhyme. 


Final linking also occurs in all lines except the first line, e.g., 


 


  Seatla ka se       bona. 


 


  Monwana ka  o bona. 


 


The following rhyme is an example of a catch rhyme.  The child is told to close the 


hand in a catching manner if something said is edible and if not, the hand is opened in 


a throwing manner.  The rhyme helps the child to identify and differentiate between 


edible and non-edible things. 


 


 


Kgogo  kgogo moleketla 


Mpša mpša moleketla 


Katse katse moleketla 


Kgomo kgomo moleketla 


Leswika leswika moleketla 


Nku nku moleketla 


Mohlare mohlare moleketla. 


 


(Chicken chicken moleketla 
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Dog dog moleketla 


Cat cat moleketla 


Cow cow moleketla 


Stone stone moleketla 


Sheep sheep moleketla 


Tree tree moleketla.) 


 


The rhyme scheme followed is:  


a 


   a 


   a 


     a 


   a 


   a 


     a. 


 


Refrain 


 


It occurs due to the repetition of words on each line.  For example:   


 


     Kgogo kgogo 


     Mpša mpša 


Repetition of moleketla gives rhythm to the rhyme. 


 


The singer goes on calling whatever he/she wants.  If the child opens a hand at an 


edible thing or closes hand at a non-edible thing, others laugh and this gives the child 


courage to know things around him/her. 


 


The other rhyme is sung by children when they eat nuts from the marula seeds.  It 


helps them to associate themselves with inanimates.  The children are usually 


convinced that there is understanding between them and the inanimates. 
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  Nkoko etšwa. 


  Ke tla go bopulela ngwana. 


 


  (Nut come out. 


  I’ll carry your baby for you.) 


 


The rhyme scheme shown is  a  


        a     


 


The final sound “a” is in all lines.  The lines are repeated over and over again. 


 


Children at this age cannot differentiate animates from inanimates.  They are always 


in the company of toys and they communicate with them as if they were human 


beings. 


 


2.1.3 The children’s songs [for slightly older children] 


 


These songs are sung by children from six (6) to fourteen (14 years old).  Milubi 


(1997:27) says:  “Children’s songs should be viewed as poetry in their own right.  


They have poetic devices that characterize any good poetry”. 


 


Msimang, as quoted by Mothata (1991:3), says:  “Children’s game and round songs 


are found wherever there is folksong. They often contain fragments of songs of 


grown-ups, and reflections of grown-up activities, connected with mimetic play.” 


 


These types of songs differ from lullabies and rhymes in a sense that they are sung by 


children themselves.  They involve games relevant to them, and allow children to 


associate with others in the community away from their parents. 


 


The above statement is supported by Mothata (1991:6) as he says:  “Game songs give 


the boys and girls the greatest opportunity of seeing and admiring one another with 


certain amount of freedom, for no elders are present.” 
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These songs are sung at any time of the day, as long as the children are playing.  


Some of the songs are sung during the day while others are sung at night. 


 


2.1.3.1   Repetition 


 


Repetition in songs is used to create the sense of pattern of a form of work of 


literature (Milubi, 1997:22). 


 


The Northern Sotho songs are characterized by repetition.  The whole stanza may be 


repeated over and over again to emphasize meaning. Sometimes words, or certain 


lines, are repeated. 


 


The following song is sung by children when they play with stones while seated in a 


circle.  Stones are exchanged among members in a circular direction. 


 


Agee!  komiki 


Komiki ya lerapo 


Agee! komiti 


Komiki ya lerapo 


Ba thubile komiki 


Komiki ya lerapo. 


 


(Agee! a cup 


A cup of bone 


Agee!  a cup 


A cup of  bone 


They’ve broken a cup 


A cup of  bone.) 
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Repetition of the line “komiki ya lerapo”, is the subject of the song. It creates 


emphasis, and a sense of pattern.  The stones are moved according to the rhythm of 


the songs created by the line repeated. 


 


The song below has a leader and the respondents. The respondents sit in a circle and 


the leader runs around them with a stone in his hand calling the words “a rotten egg”.  


The stone is placed behind any member regarded to be a rotten egg.  As the leader 


sits down, all look behind themselves to check for the stone. The one with the stone 


behind him/her takes the lead.  The game goes on and on until all members took 


turns. 


 


Lekgopana le le bodilego 


Nna ga se ke bole 


Lekgopana le le bodilego 


Nna ga se ke bole 


Le bodile, le bodile 


Nna ga se ke bole. 


 


(The egg that is rotten 
I’m not rotten 
The egg that is rotten 
I am not rotten 
Is rotten, is rotten 
I am not rotten 
Is rotten, is rotten 
I am not rotten.) 
 


The above song is characterised  by repetition.  All the lines  are repeated throughout 
the song. 
 


2.1.3.2    Parallelism 


 


Parallelism  occurs in the following song 
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Song 


Maabane le maloba 


Naa o be o ile kae? 


Maabane le maloba 


Naa o be o ile kae? 


Nna ke tlile gageno 


Ka hwetša o sego 


Seweledi welela. 


 


 (Yesterday and that other day 


Where had you been? 


Yesterday and that other day 


Where had you been?) 


 


Parallelism is observed on lines 1, 2, 3 and 4.  The pattern followed: a b 


          a b 


 


It occurs due to repetition of “maabane” and “naa” as an interrogative word. 


 


 


2.1.3.3   Refrain 


 


Refrain is one of the repetition techniques found in Northern Sotho children’s songs.  


The line “etla o bone tšhwene” is repeated several times. 


 


Song 


Mašadikanašadikana 


Etla o bone tšhwene 


Nkane e na le seriba? 


Etla o bone tšhwene 


Nkane e na le mahlwana? 
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Etla o bone tšhwene 


Nkane e na le menwana? 


Etla o bone tšhwene. 


 


 (Mašadikanašadikana 


Come and see the baboon 


Why is it having a big forehead? 


Come and see the baboon 


Why is it having eyes? 


Come and see the baboon 


Why is it having fingers? 


Come and see the baboon.) 


 


The song has a leader and the group responds to the leader.  The leader is the one 


who repeats the line “Etla o bone tšhwene” as it carries the meaning of the song.  The 


respondents ask the leader in an amazed manner showing that they had no knowledge 


altogether of how a baboon looked like. 


 


The following song also reflects a refrain. 


 


Song  


Banyana ba gešo re a tloga 


Le tlo šala le raloka le bo mang 


Ba kgara tša methophitho re a tloga 


Le tlo šala le raloka le bo mang. 


 


 (Our friends, we are leaving 


Who will you remain playing with 


Us with wet breasts are leaving 


Who will you remain playing with.) 
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The line “Le tlo šala le raloka le bo mang” is repeated along the song by a group of 


girls as they bid their friends goodbye after a competition (music).  It is the chorus of 


the song.  The leader with her creativity leads the song by saying any words she likes 


and the others follow with that chorus. 


 


2.1.3.4   Elision 


 


In Northern Sotho language, elision can affect both the vowels and the consonants.  


Rabothata (1991:87) says:  “the omission enables a song to have a subsistence word 


economy and solves the problem of short and long lines.” 


 


The following song is sung by children when playing skipping rope. 


 


Song  


Koko, motswala 


Ka gare, motswala 


Nkane ke kwele ba re 


’Kolobe tša gago di lle 


Mabele tšhemong ya ka 


Ke nnete motswala 


A re lwe motswala 


Aha!  Aha!  Aha! 


 


 (Knock knock, my cousin 


Come in, my cousin 


Why I heard that, 


Your pigs ate 


My crops in my field 


It’s true, my cousin 


Let’s fight, my cousin 


Aha!  Aha!  Aha!) 
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Line 4 of the song reads thus  “Kolobe  tša gago”.   The word kolobe is supposed to 


be “dikolobe” so that it corresponds with the possessive concord “tša” which is 


plural.  In this case, the plural prefix “di” is omitted but due to the word “tša” it is 


understandable that “kolobe” is in fact “dikolobe”. 


 


Another elision is found on the following song.  It is the song sung by children when 


playing skipping rope. 


 


  Song  


Sakatuku sa teke; 


O dirang ka sona 


Ke phumula meokgo 


Meokgo ya lerato 


Samothilele – thilele 


Mme o a lwala – o a lwala 


Ka lekotwana – lekotwana 


La baloi. 


 


 


 (Handkerchief for penny 


What do you do with it 


I wipe off tears 


Tears of love 


Samothilele – thilele 
Mother is sick – is sick 
With a leggy – a leggy 
of the witches.) 
 


Line 2 of the song shows elision.  The word “dirang” should be “dira eng”.  The “e” 
as the prefix of the interrogative word –eng meaning “what”  is omitted and the verb 
stem “dira” and the suffix –ng fused to form the word “dirang”. 
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2.1.3.5   Alliteration 
 
The repetition of consonants is also found in songs. 


 


Song 


Wa šilašila melemele ngwana wa batho 


Wa šilašila melemele ngwana wa batho 


Rato wa tsamaya 


Lerato le fedile 
Rato wa tsamaya 
Lerato le fedile. 
 


The song shows repetition of the sounds “l” and “w” in the first two lines.  The “l” 
appears in “šilašila”  and “melemele” on the same line.  The “w” appears in “wa”, 
“ngwana” and “wa” for “wa batho”.    The repeated sounds give rhythm to the song. 
 
2.1.3.6   Assonance 
 
There  is a repetition of the same vowel on the line of the following song.  Assonance 
gives rhyme and rhythm to the song. 


Song 


Pudi ya phooko 


Pudi ya phooko. 


Namela mokalabata, 


Namela mokalabata. 


Se namele kudu, 


Se namele kudu. 


Gosasa re ya borwa 


Gosasa re ya borwa 


 


Tselana tša borwa 


Tselana tša borwa 


Ga se ešo ka di tseba 
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Ga se ešo ka di tseba 


Mohlang ke di tseba 


Mohlang ke di tseba 


Maatla’ pudi a lale 


Maatla’ pudi a lale 


 


Kolobe tše pedi 


Kolobe tše pedi 


Di eme sefateng 


Di eme sefateng 


Nka tšea thipa 


Nka tšea thipa 


Ka di re lailailai! 


Ka di re lai!lai!lai! 


 


 (The male goat 


The male goat 


Climb the tree 


Climb the tree 


Don’t climb too far 


Don’t climb too far. 


Tomorrow we’ll be going to south 


Tomorrow we’ll be going to south 


The road of the south 


The road of the south 


I don’t know them well 


I don’t know them  


When I know them 


When I know them 


The power of goat will vanish 


The power of goat will vanish 


The two pigs 
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The two pigs 


Are standing by the tree 


Are standing by the tree 


I can take the knife 


I can take the knife 
And do them lailailai! 
And do them lai! lai! lai!) 
 


The song is characterized  by repetition of every line that gives the song the rhyme 
and rhythm it qualifies.  The assonance occurs at line 3 and 4 where line 3 is repeated 
on line 4.  The vowel sound –a is repeated as it occurs on every syllable of the words 
on a line. 
 


2.1.3.7    Linking 


 


In songs linking occurs in all four patterns as in lullabies.  There is initial linking, 


final linking, oblique and cross linking.  The following song is sung by the herdboys 


during the day when the cattle graze in the fields before they take them home. 


Song 


Mašilwane, Mašilwane, 


Mašilwane bulela di yo fula. 


Di yo fula phulong ga maloba 


Ga maloba re hlwele re leleka 


Re leleka ditšhukudu tše pedi 


Tšhukudu tše pedi nkabe e be tšešo 


E be tšešo re raloke ka tšona 


Re raloke ra ema ra tantela 


Ra tantela ra iša gombadimo 


Go madimo madimo maja batho 


Ba ja batho ba lle mpša ye kgolo 


Mpša ye kgolo sebata sa polokelo 


Sa polokelo poloke di ye tsoko 
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Di ye tsoko ra ja-ja botala 


Ja botala bo lewa ke khunkhwane 


Dikhunkhwane dilwana tša boroka 


Tša baroka rokane mmamedupe 


Mmamedupe dupula meetse re nwe 


Meetse re nwe re lebe thotwaneng 


Aowa Thotwana. 


 


 (Mašilwane, Mašilwane 


Mašilwane, take them to a graze land 


To graze where they grazed a day before yesterday 


Thence we chased 


We chased two rhinoceroses 


I wish they were ours 


So that we could play with them 


We play and beat them 


We beat and take them to the monsters 


The monsters that eat people 


They ate a big dog 


A big dog, the guard-dog 


The guard-dog that provides security 


May they go elsewhere 


So that whilst they are elsewhere 


We enjoy green pastures 


The green pastures are eaten by beetles 


Beetles of Boroka 


Of Boroka the milieu of drizzles 


The rainmaker, bring us water 


Water to drink 


And go to Thotwaneng 


Aowa thotwana.) 
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2.1.3.7.1  Initial linking 
 
The above song (23) has initial linking on line 1 and 2.  Both lines start with the word 
“mašilwane”. 
 
The following song also shows “initial linking”. 
 


Song 
Ko thokolo 
Ko pedi 
Ko raro 
Ko nne 
Maphetho 
Komoti 
Ya bošupa 
Mabala 
Kokwane 
Lesome. 


The first 4 lines start with the word “ko” which makes the initial linking in the song. 
 
2.1.3.7.2   Final linking 
 


Some of the songs have two or more lines ending with the same words. 
The first and second lines of the song end with the word “motswala”.  It is thus: 
 


Song 
Koko motswala 
Ka gare motswala. 


 
The words “motswala” occurs at the end of the two successive lines. In the result, the 
final linking is formed. 
 
Here follows a game song [sung by children as they play “tsheretshere” (game where 
they jump into the blocks drawn on the surface] 
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Mma ke lapile 


Ke lapile 


Mma ke lapile 


Ke tšwa kgole 


Mma ke lapile. 


 
The repetition of the word “lapile” at the end of the first 3 lines of the song brings 
about the final linking. 
 
2.1.3.7.3   Oblique linking 
 
Some of the songs have words at the end of lines which are also found at the 
beginning of the successive lines.  The following song is characterised by oblique 
linking in almost all of its lines, especially from line 1 to line 20.  Each and every line 
is linked to the other line obliquely.  An extract is used as an example. 
 


Di yo fula phulong ga maloba 


Ga maloba re hlwele re leleka 


Re leleka ditšhukudu tše pedi 


Tšhukudu pedi nkabe e be tšešo 


E be tšešo re raloke ka tšona. 


 


Line 1 ends with “ga maloba” and line 2 starts with “ga maloba”.  The subsequent 


lines start with the words which are the final words (phrases) of the preceding lines. 


 


Oblique linking is also found on the following song. 


 


Wo ke ngaka 


Ngaka tšhetšhe 


Tšhetšhe mamaja 


Mamaja phuku 


Phuku la motse 
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Sa motšhotšho 


Sa menwana ye lesome. 


 


Five successive lines of the poem are showing oblique linking. 
 
2.1.3.7.4   Cross linking 
 


Naledi yela 
Ya maruberube 
Rubelela fase 
Re yo nwa meetse 
Meetse ga a gona 
A nwelwe ke Kgaupe 
Kgaupe ga ke mo rate 
Ke rata Mašilwane 
Mašilwane wee 
Bašemane ba kae? 
Ba katiša dipere 
Dipere ga di kate 


Go kata kgantswitswi 


Kgantswitswi, kgantswitswi. 


 


 (The star 


That shiny star 


Shine down 


We want to drink 


There is no water 


Is drunk by Kgaupe 


I don’t like Kgaupe 


I like Mašilwane 


Mašilwane wee! 


Where are the boys? 


They race horses 


Horses don’t race 
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Who races is kgantswitswi 


Kgantswitswi, kgantswitswi.) 


 


Lines 11 and 12 show cross linking.  It is represented as follows: 


 


Ba katiša dipere 


 


Dipere ga di kate 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2.1.3.8  Rhyme and rhythm 


 


Rhyme in children’s songs is caused by the repetition of sounds, either vowels 


(assonance) or consonants (alliteration). 


 


A. Rhyme 


 


The following rhyme is sung by children, hand in hand, in a circle.  One child takes 


position in the centre and as other children sing the child should try to escape through 


their hands. 


 


Kolobjana’ mokgowe 


Ge e šuhla e re ho! 


Ge e šuhla e re ho! 


Kolobjana’ mokgowe 


Ge e šuhla e re ho! 


Ge e šuhla e re ho! 
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(The piglet of mokgowe 


When it escapes it says ho! 


When it escapes it says ho! 


The piglet of mokgowe 


When it escapes it says ho! 


When it escapes it says ho!) 


 


The rhyme scheme is: a 


  b 


  b 


  a 


  b 


    b 


B. Rhythm 


 


Repetition of lines or words in a song gives rhythm to the song. For instance:   


 


      Song 


Mašilwane, Mašilwane  Iyo! 


Mašilwane, bulela di yo fula Iyo! 


Di yo fula phulong ga maloba Iyo! 


 


The leader sings the lines. The audience, respondents or fellow choristers says Iyo!  


after every line in response to the leader.  Iyo! brings rhythm to the song and makes 


the song sounds good and enjoyable to the children. 


 


2.2 CONCLUSION 


 


Many researchers agree that songs are poetic. This makes it easy for the songs to be 


analysed according to their external structure using poetic devices.  The Northern 


Sotho children’s songs qualify all the literary devices expected of them. 
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Children’s songs, lullabies and rhymes are, mainly, characterized by the literary 


devices such as repetition, refrain, linking, parallelism, rhyme and rhythm.  These 


literary devices make the songs, lullabies and rhymes more enjoyable, entertaining 


and captivating. 
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CHAPTER  THREE 


 


3.0 THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF CHILDREN’S SONGS 


 


3.1 INTRODUCTION 


 


An analysis of the internal structure of children’s songs exposes one to the figurative 


content of the language.  The figurative language carries the beauty of the language 


and the pride of the people who speak that language.   The figurative language is 


understood by its native speakers.  Northern Sotho children’s songs contain the 


figures of speech that can only be manifestly discerned by analyzing their internal 


structure.  The poetic devices that are identified and analysed are, amongst others:  


personification, metaphor, simile, and hyperbole. 


 


The internal structure refers to the deeper, underlying meaning of the figurative 


language of children’s rhymes, songs or lullabies.  This is brought about by mental 


pictures (imagery) which are embedded in literary devices such as metaphors, similes 


and personification (Milubi, 1997:25). 


 


Abrams, quoted by Rabothata (1991:100), defines imagery as “that which is applied 


from the mental pictures as claimed and are experienced by the reader of the poem, to 


the totality of elements which make up a poem.” 


 


The Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:709) defines imagery as “the use of 


poetic phrases and images to describe something in literature.” 


 


Barnet (1969:67) defines figurative language as “saying one thing in terms of 


something else.” 
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Concerning a figure of speech, Webster (1997:199) says “Is a form of expression 


used to convey meaning or heighten effect, often by comparing or identifying one 


thing with another that has a meaning or connotation familiar to the reader or 


listener.” 


 


Figurative language is clearly understood by people who are its own native speakers 


and who know its world.  Knowledge of the surroundings helps the listener to 


associate the speaker’s utterance with the surroundings (environment). 


 


3.1.1 Personification 


 


Barnet (1964:69) defines the concept ‘personification’ as “the attribution of human 


characteristics or feelings to non-human organisms, inanimate objects or abstract 


ideas.” 


 


Webster (1997:391) regards the concept ‘personification’ as a “figure of speech in 
which human characteristics are attributed to an abstract quality animal or 
inanimate.” 
 
The following is an extract from a lullaby where personification manifests itself: 
 


Nka ipelegela lehlaka 
Lehlaka le le sa llego 
Le lla ka mohla’ pula. 
 
(I can carry the maize stem 
Maize stem that does not cry 
That cries during rainy times.) 


 
In this lullaby, the human characteristic of “crying”, are attributed to the maize stem. 
Humans are the only creatures known to cry. The singer’s aim is to make the baby 
jealous by mentioning an inanimate as its replacement, hoping that it will stop crying. 
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The rhyme below shows personification: 


 


Nkoko, etšwa, 


Ke tla go bopulela ngwana 


Nkoko, etšwa, 


Ke tla go bopulela ngwana. 


 


Translation: 
 
(Nut, come out 


I’ll carry the baby for you, 


Nut, come out 


I’ll carry the baby for you.) 


 


The word “etšwa”, on the first line, occurs when the children plead with the nut to 


come out of its shell. The children sing the words hoping that the nut hears them and 


it will do as expected of it. 


 


The phrase “go bopulela ngwana” also shows personification.  The children utter 


these words in a complete mind, thinking that the nut understands the plea and 


promise. 


 


Children who sing rhymes cannot clearly differentiate between animate and 


inanimate things. They also cannot differentiate themselves from other objects.  They 


always talk to their toys and other objects as if they are human beings.  At this age, 


everything (object or animal) is personalized. 


 


The following lullaby has personification that is realized on the first line. 


 


Mammati mpelegele 


Mpelegele ngwana yo ke a lema 


Wa mpona ke a lema 
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Ke lema ke le noši 


Ke lema ke le noši. 


 
(Mammati carry for me 


Carry this baby for me 


You see I’m ploughing 


I plough alone 


I plough alone.) 


 


Mammati is a very small wingless locust that is always found in the maize fields.  


The singer is protesting against hardwork. She tries to tell the listeners that she is 


tired of hard work she is faced with and is not supported (usually by in-laws).  She 


ploughs with the baby on her back.  In the song she wishes that mammati could be a 


person and carry the baby for her, so that she can be faced with ploughing only. 


 


The song below reflects personification: 


 


Nonyana tše tharo godimo ga sehlare 


Ye nngwe ya re, monna ka sethunya 


Ye nngwe ya re, a re tšhabeng 


Ye nngwe ya re, a re khuteng 


Ye nngwe ya re, ga re mo tšhabe rena 


Ga re mo tšhabe rena. 


 


 (Three birds on the tree 


One bird said, the man with the gun 


The other bird said, let’s run away 


The other one said, let’s hide somewhere 


The other one said, we are not afraid of him 


We are not afraid of him 


We are not afraid of him.) 
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The song is about three little birds that were talking to each other.  The human 
characteristic of talking is attributed to the birds.  Humans are the only creatures that 
talk.  The phrase “ya re” meaning “said” is all about talking which is done by human 
beings. 
 
3.1.2 Metaphor 
 
Fowler (1973:144) says that a metaphor ascribes to something or action X a property 
Y which could not literally possess in that context. 
 
Webster (1997:316) defines metaphor as “a figure of speech in which a word or 
phrase denoting one kind of object or action is used in place of another to suggest a 
likeness or analogy between them. 
 
The following song shows metaphor: 
 


Šilang mabele 


Gamang dikgomo 


Tšatši le a phirima 


Bana ba swerwe ke tlala 


Ba swerwe ke ramatheka 


Monna yo mosesane. 


 
(Crush the oats 


Milk the cows 


The sun is setting 


Children are hungry 


They are held by ramatheka 


The thin man) 


 


Lines 5 and 6 reflect metaphor. 
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Ba swerwe ke ramatheka 
Monna yo mosesane. 


 
The two lines figuratively mean hunger. Hunger in this case is compared to a thin 
man.  Hungry people, generally, have flat tummies.  If the children are not fed, they 
will lose weight and become thin.  Thinness is associated with hunger.  To avoid all 
these, according to the song, parents should crush wheat/oats and milk cows to feed 
their children. 
 


The song below is an example of a song showing metaphor: 


 


Banyana ba gešo re a tloga 


Le tlo šala le raloka le bo mang? 


Ba kgara tša methopitho re a tloga 


Le tlo šala le raloka le bo mang? 


 


 (Friends we are leaving 


With whom will you remain playing? 


Those with big breasts, we are leaving 


With whom will you remain playing?) 


 


Line 3 “Ba kgara tša methophitho re a tloga”, literally means the girls have wet and 


dirty breasts but metaphorically it means they have big breasts.  These girls boast that 


they attract boys with their big breasts and as they leave, the concert will be over.  


They utter the words with the hope that they are the centre of attraction at the concert. 


 


The following song is metaphorical 


 


A re ye nokeng 


O tla mpona nala di a rotha 


A  re ye kgonyeng 


O tla mpona nala di a rotha 
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A re ye go jeng 


Go tlotlometša ke go fetša lekako. 


 


      (Let’s go to fetch water 


You’ll see my nails dropping 


Let’s go to fetch firewood 


You’ll see my nails dropping 


Let’s go to eat 


The heap of porridge is gone.) 


 


The phrase “nala di a rotha”, literally means the nails are very soft and fingers are 


weak.  Metaphorically, the person is said to be a sloth: a very lazy person who, 


according to the song, enjoys eating than working.  According to Northern Sotho 


beliefs, lazy people are gluttons.  They are mostly associated with pigs. 


 


The song below shows metaphor 


 


Stoki, Stoki 


Ngwana malome 


O nkiša kae 


Lapeng la mmago 


Mmago wa loya 


O loya ka eng 


Ka tšhiritšhiri sehlare sa baloi 


 


Nna ga ke je hlapi 


Hlapi ke noga 


Noga ya meetse 


Sehlare sa baloi. 


 


 


 (Stoki, Stoki 
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My uncle’s child 


Where do you take me 


To your mother’s place 


Your mother is a witch 


What does she use to bewitch 


With tšhiritšhiri, muti of witches. 


 


I don’t eat fish 


Fish is a snake 


Snake of the water 


Muti of witches.) 


 


According to the line “hlapi ke noga”, the phrase is metaphorical. People always 


associate things wrongly.  These are people who believe that fish and snake are the 


same, they just differ according to their habitats.  Literally, a fish is a finned water 


animal and a snake lives on land and is legless.  Metaphorically, in Northern Sotho, 


when a person speaks of a water snake, they refer to fish. 


 


3.1.3 Simile 


 


Barnet (1964:68) defines simile as “an explicit comparison between essentially unlike 


things, introduced by a word such as “like” or “as” or a verb such as “seems”. 


 


According to Fowler (1973:222), the term simile is “a comparison, discursive, 


tentative, in which the “like” or “as” as suggests, from the viewpoint of reason, 


separateness of the compared items.” 


 


Serudu, as quoted by Mothata (1991:27), says “simile draws an explicit or direct 


comparison between two elements that belong to usually dissimilar categories.” 


 


In Northern Sotho, the copulative conjunctions “bjalo ka” (such as), go swana le 


(same as), boka (like), e re ke (is like), are used. 
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The following song reveals simile as a literary device. 


 


Helewee 


Ko Mogalakwena 


Go na le ketlele 


Ya mapotepote 


Raisibe wešo 


Ka re ke mmitša  


A mpha sephoto 


Ko se fa mang. 


 


Rago la mosadi 


Le bothata bjang 


E re ke setena 


Helewee, e re ke setena batho. 


 


(Helewee 


At Mogalakwena 


There is a teapot 


The broken teapot 


Raisibe, my sister, 


When I called her 


She gave me her back 


Who shall I give it to. 


The buttock of woman 


Is too hard 


Is like a brick 


Helewee, is like a brick, people.) 


The line “e re ke setena”, shows simile.  The singer likens the woman’s buttock to a 


brick.  In most cases, something that is hard is not well accepted or praised by people.  


The singer in this song expresses anger against women who refused to talk to him.  
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Usually men are angered by women who do not give them chance to express their 


feelings. The singer swears at the woman.   


 


The following song shows simile. 


 


Tšhwene 


Ga se nna tšhwene, ke nna motho 


Nkane mariba a? 


Ga se mariba ke dikepisi tša masogana 


Nkane manala a? 


Ga se manala ke diforoko tša masogana 


Nkane mahlwana a? 


Ga se mahlwana ke digalase tša masogana 


Nkane maboya a? 


Ga se maboya ke dijasana tša masogana. 


 
      (Baboon 


I am not a baboon, I am a human being 
Why a big forehead? 
Is not a forehead, is a gentleman’s cap 


Why long nails? 


They are not nails but gentlemen’s forks 
Why such eyes? 
They are not eyes, but gentlemen’s spectacles 
Why such hairs? 
They are not hairs but gentlemen’s coats.) 


 
In the song above, the baboon has a desire to be a human being.  This appears on the 
lines of the song where the baboon likens its body parts to what a human has.  The 
nails are likened to forks; forehead to a cap; eyes to spectacles;  hairy skin to coats.  
The copulative conjunction “ke” is used to produce simile. 
 


3.1.4 Hyperbole 
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Dictionary of Contemporary English (201:702) defines the term hyperbole as “a way 
of describing something by saying it is much bigger, smaller, worse, etc. than it 
actually is.” 
 
According to Fowler (1987:37) hyperbole is regarded as conceit which is “a way of 
apprehending and expressing the subject which pleases and illuminates by its 
ingenious aptness.” 
  
The Dictionary of Linguistics (nd:94) regards hyperbole as “a figure of speech 
representing an obvious exaggeration.” 
 
The following song shows hyperbole 
 


Hotši, hotši, ba ra nna 
Ba ra nna le ngwanešo 
Mokwa ba ra nna 
Ba ra nna le ngwanešo 
Re ja kudu. 
 


      (Pig, pig, they refer to me 
They refer to my sister and I 
Lazy one, they refer to me 
They refer to my sister and I 
We are gluttons.) 


 
The hyperbole occurs on the first line when someone is referred to as a pig.  A dirty 
person is always associated with a pig because a pig is always found in a muddy 
place.  In this case, the dirtyness of a person is exaggerated.  Somehow the song is 
used to criticize the lazy people in the community. 
The song below is also showing hyperbole.  In the song, the singer exaggerates the 


person’s laziness.  Lazy people are always said to have long nails and weak hands 


that cannot perform chores in the house.  Such people are said to be having dropping 


nails.   The song is as follows: 
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Sebodu – Mashela 
Sebodu 
Dinala di a rotha 
Sebodu. 
 
(Sloth – Mashela 
Sloth 
Nails are dropping 
Sloth.) 


 


Mashela can represent any person who is lazy in the community.   


 


The following song is sung by children at the concert when competing with their 


peers. 


 


Ko Moletjie dithabeng 


Ngwana o tswetšwe a bolela 


A re mme tate o kae 


Ba mo šupetša mabitleng 


Ka diphororo, iyo! 


Ka diphororo, iyo! 


Ka diphororo pula e ka na. 


 


 (At Moletjie mountains 


The baby was born talking 


He said where is my father 


They showed him the graveyard 


With thunders, iyo! 


With thunders, iyo! 


With thunders it can rain.) 
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The above song shows hyperbole.  What is actually expressed is the rate of death that 


once attacked the Moletjie area.  Most of the death cases were men.  The 


exaggeration starts when the baby was born talking, of which is rare.  The song 


simply means everybody was surprised and affected by what happened in the area.  


The issue of the baby born talking exaggerates the situation the people were faced 


with. 


 


3.2 CONCLUSION 


 


Northern Sotho children’s lullabies, rhymes and songs have literary devices that are 


characteristics of poetry.  They can be analysed according to their internal structure 


using poetic devices.  They have figurative language that makes them interesting to 


the ears of the listeners.  Literary devices that characterize children’s rhymes, 


lullabies and songs are:  personification (where inanimates attribute the human 


characteristics), metaphor (the usage of word or phrase to compare things without 


using “like”), simile (where unlike things are compared using words such as “like”, 


“as”, or “seems”), and hyperbole. 
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 CHAPTER  FOUR 


 


4.0 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CHILDREN’S TRADITIONAL SONGS 
 


4.1 INTRODUCTION 


 
Northern Sotho children’s lullabies, rhymes and songs, play an important role in the 
lives of children.  They help the parents in the upbringing of their children.  
According to Northern Sotho culture, messages are sent to people orally using 
different literary genres, with songs being one of them.   
 
Mothata (1991:09) says “… songs are definitely not without function in the 
development of the child as a whole.  Besides for entertainment, the game songs are 
also helping the child to develop mentally, physically, emotionally and socially.” 
 
Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:1336) defines the concept significance  as 
“the importance of an event, action, especially because of the effect or influence it 
will have in future.” 
 
According to the Oxford Dictionary (2003:493), the term value refers to “how useful 
or important something is.” 
 
The following values (significances) are offered by the children’s songs and will be 
discussed in details and supported by suitable examples of songs, i.e.  Aesthetic 
value, Conative value, Communal art value, Communication value, Criticism value, 
Didactic value, and Physical value. 
 
4.1.1 Aesthetic value 


 


Murfin (1997:5) defines the concept aesthetics as “the study of beauty in nature and 
the arts.  It also involves the inquiry into the nature of artistic creation and audience 
appreciation.” 
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According to Cuddon (1979:17) “the term aesthetic has come to signify something 
which pertains to the criticism of the beautiful or theory of the taste.” 
 


Children always entertain themselves by songs during their games.  Songs are mainly 


sung for amusement, even though there are other functions hidden in the songs that 


the children themselves may not be aware of.  The beauty of the song lies in the 


presentation.  Children’s songs usually have both lead singers and audience who also 


take part and sing the chorus. The creative leader always adds words to the song 


depending on the situation of the day.  During singing, relevant games are played or 


dancing is performed. 


 


The following song is sung by boys and girls playing together: 


 


Le se ke la makala 


Ke sebjalebjale 


Le se ke la makala 


Ke sebjalebjale. 


      Ditšheri di penkola marago 


Di penkola marago. 


 


(Don’t get surprised 


It’s modern times 


      Don’t get surprised 


It’s modern times. 


Lasses shake their buttocks 


They shake their buttocks.) 


 


When the girls dance to a song, boys watch and enjoy the moment. Girls with big 


buttocks shake well but lads are amused because the slender songsters would not 


shake as desired.  Both boys and girls enjoy the amusement and pageantry. 


 


The other song with the aesthetic value is as follows: 
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Thonthodi re bone wee! 


Re bone 


Thonthodi re bone wee! 


Re bone 


Sebokwana sa thuthusela 


Sa thuthusela 


Sa thuthusela. 


 


(Thonthodi we’d seen 


We’d seen 


Thonthodi we’d seen 


We’d seen 


The worm is shaking 


Worm is shaking 


Is shaking. 


 


When children sing this song, they form a circle and sing the first stanza clapping 


hands.  When they start with “sebokwana sa thuthusela”, they take turns in the circle, 


kneeling down and shaking their bodies, imitating the movement of a worm.  They 


become entertained by the song. 


 


4.1.2 Conative value 


 


Rabothata (1991:166) says that the conative value refers to the emotional aspect.  


Songs can impress or bore, in this way, unhappiness, fear, hatred, affection or 


courage are expressed. 


 


The song below is sung by a child who expresses unhappiness he/she is 


experiencing. 


 


 


Nkabe ke kgona go ngwala 
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Ke ngwalele buti wa ka 


Ke mmotše gore ba a ntshwenya 


Ke tshwenywa ke mmane wa ka 


Ba tla re mola ba eja 


Ba re ke fsiele lapa 


Ka šurašura le lapa. 


 


(If I could write 


I’d write a letter to my brother 


And tell him that I’m suffering 


I’m ill-treated by my own aunt 


When they are about to eat 


They order me to sweep the yard 


I sweep around the yard.) 


 


The singer expresses a feeling of unhappiness since her aunt ill-treats her. Her aunt’s 


conduct defeats the end of cultural justice. According to a Northern Sotho culture, 


aunts are mothers to their nieces or nephews. They ought to treat them as they would 


their own children. 


 


The conative value also appears on the following song that expresses unhappiness. 


 


Hotši, hotši, ba ra nna 


Ba ra nna le ngwanešo 


Mokwa ba ra nna 


Ba ra nna le ngwanešo 


Re ja kudu. 


 


 


 


(Pig, pig, they refer to me 


They refer to my sister and I 
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Lazy one, they refer to me 


They refer to my sister and I 


We eat too much.) 


 


The other song is: 


 


Mmangwane mosadi wa hlola, Iyo! iyo! 


O ntimile matlebelekwane, Iyo! iyo! 


A bona ge mma a se gona, Iyo! iyo! 


 


(My aunt is a bad omen, Iyo! iyo! 


She refused to give me buns, Iyo! iyo! 


Because my mother is not at home, Iyo! iyo! 


 


In most cases, children who are left in the care of their relatives are not well taken 


care of. Some are ordered to perform hard chores and others are denied access to 


household necessities like soaps and food.  The relatives often swear at and ill-treat 


them.  Such children express their sadness in the songs such as the one above. 


 


The conative value can also be found in the songs that express pride such as the 


following one: 


 


Mmope, mmope 


Mmankopi 


Le tlo šala le mpolela 


Mmankopi. 


 


(Heap, heap,  


Mmankopi 


You’ll remain talking about me 


Mmankopi.) 
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This song is sung by an individual child or a group of children after out-competing 


their peers. They use the song to praise themselves with glee.  The word “mmope”, 


meaning “heap”, in this case is a heap of points from the concert. 


 


The other song that expresses pride and happiness is the one below: 


 


Re tla le phala ra ba ra le pasela 
Re tla le phala ra ba ra le pasela 
Ka hlogo ya mokoko 
Ye senago molala 
Ka hlogo ya mokoko 
Ye senago molala. 


 
(We’ll beat you and give you a bonus 
We’ll beat you and give you a bonus 
Of a cock’s head 
Without a neck 
Of a cock’s head 
Without a neck.) 


 


This song is sung by both boys and girls after realizing that they beat the other group.  


They had to sing the song to show their happiness. 


 


The following song also expresses pride: 


 


Banyana ba gešo re a tloga 


Le tlo šala le raloka le bo mang. 


Ba kgara tša methophitho re a tloga 


Le tla šala le raloka le bo mang. 


(Our friends we are leaving 


Who will you remain playing with 


We, the big-breasted, are leaving 


Who will you remain playing with.) 
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The big girls with big breasts, always see themselves as the best.  At competitions 


they feel proud of themselves since they attract boys.  In this song, they express pride 


and confidence.  A big breast is a pride to every young girl. 


 


4.1.3 Communal art value 


 


Rabothata (1991:206) says “A traditional song is a communal art because it is a 


communal product which undergoes continual alterations and modifications.” 


 


Children’s traditional songs are said to be communal in a sense that the same song 


tends to differ according to communities because of different situations they are 


exposed to. Songs do not have definite words: the words of the song depend on the 


experiences and circumstances of the lead singer and choristers at the time of singing.  


Sometimes the singers would tell their competitors about their community issues: the 


same song can have new words to suit the time of singing. 


 


In other words, the songs can have the same tune and objective but differ in wording 


due to the artistic nature of the leader.  Usually, the leader is chosen due to the artistic 


talent she has. 


 


The following song can be sung by children from different communities with 


variation in words. The notation system remains the same.  


 


 


 


 


Version 1 


Mainama wee 


Wa inamologa 


Mmagwe ke moloi 


Ke moloi wa bošego wee 
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Ahee! 


Mmagwe ke moloi. 


 


(She who bends, wee! 


If she unbends 


Her mother is a witch 


Is a night witch wee! 


Ahee! 


Her mother is a witch.) 


 


Version 2 


Mainama wee 


Wa inamologa 


Mmagwe ke moloi 


Ke moloi wa dithuri wee 


Wa go loya batho. 


Mmagwe ke moloi. 


(She who bends, wee 


If she unbends 


Her mother is a witch 


Is a witch with polecats 


Who bewitch  people 


Her mother is a witch.) 


 


The following lullaby has two versions: 


 


Version 1 


Uweee uwee uwee 


Ngwanešo ikhomolele 


Ikhomolele o itšalo 


Mmago o sa ile mašemong 


O tla go tlela magapu 
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Ga se magapu ke mekopu 


Mekopu ya Mmathamane.  (Makopo, S.A.) 


 


(Uwee uwee  uwee 


My sister don’t cry 


Stop crying 


Your mother has gone to the field 


She’ll bring you some melon 


They are not melons but pumpkins 


Pumpkins of Mmathamagane.) 


 


      Version 2 


Ngwana’ bomma homola 


Nka go lahla ka mafuri 


Mafuri a thašana tšago 


Mma o sa ile nokeng 


Nokeng ga Masubelele 


O sa ile go tšea meetse 


Meetse sedula ka motšega 


Owaa-o-o-owaa-oo.  (Makwala, A.J.) 


 


(My mother’s child stop crying 


I can dump you in the fields 


The fields of your peers 


Your mother has gone to the river 


The river at Masubelele 


She’s gone to fetch water 


Water staying in the claypot 


Owaa-o-o-owaa.)   


  


4.1.4 Communication value 
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The Oxford English Dictionary (2002:700) defines communication as “the imparting, 


conveying or exchange of ideas, knowledge and information, etc. (whether in speech, 


writing, or signs). 


 


Stayt, quoted by Rabothata (1991:198) says “Venda songs are extermporised to 


communicate almost every incident of unusual interest and significance.” 


 


Northern Sotho children’s songs play an important role as far as communication is 


concerned.  Children are able to express their feelings through songs.  They 


communicate their feelings to other children or to adults.  Their songs can talk of the 


current incidents around them or their communities. 


 


The following song is sung by boys and girls during competitions.  It tells of the 


Moletji community issues, especially the high death rate of men that once afflicted 


their communities. 


 


Song 


Ko Moletji dithabeng 


Ngwana o tswetšwe a bolela 


A re mme tate o kae 


Ba mo šupetša mabitleng. 


Ka diphororo iyo! 


Ka diphororo iyo! 


Ka diphororo pula e ka na. 


(At Moletji mountains 


The child was born talking 


He asked his mother as to where his father was 


They pointed him to the graveyard 


With thunder, iyo! 


With thunder, iyo! 


With thunder, it can rain.) 
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4.1.5 Criticism/Discipline 


 


Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:323) defines the term criticize as  “to 


express your disapproval of someone or something, or to talk about their faults”. 


 


Criticism amongst children in Northern Sotho can be expressed through songs.  


Criticism can either build or destroy a person.  The words used in the songs should be 


carefully selected to avoid destruction of people in the community. 


 


To support the above statement, Rabothata (1991:200) says “criticism can be either 


constructive or destructive.” 


 


Constructive criticism is positive because it aims at building up a person and 


destructive criticism is negative since it destroys a person. 


 


Northern Sotho children’s songs always show a constructive (positive) criticism:  


They aim at building up other children to live or behave in an acceptable manner. 


 


The following song criticizes a bad behaviour of a child who plays truancy as a cow-


herd. Every time, they meet such a child, the children sing the following song: 


 


 


 


Matšhabagodisa 


Gabokgomo 


A bolaya noga 


Gabokgomo 


A e fa kokoa’gwe 


Gabokgomo 


A re ke mmutla 


Gabokgomo 


Koko’agwe le yena 
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Gabokgomo 


Ka go rata nama 


Gabokgomo 


A e rutharutha 


Gabokgomo 


A re ke go kokometsa 


Ke go fetsa makako. 


 


(That who plays truancy 


Killed a snake 


Gave it his grandmother 


Saying that is a hare 


Grandmother 


Because she likes meat 


She ate it 


Thinking that it’s a hare.) 


 


Another song can be sung to a boy who likes playing with girls (sissy). 


 


Song: 


Sehlwa le banenyana 


Sehlwa se roka thetho. 


(He who spends a day with girls 


Spends the day sewing a skirt.) 


 


According to Northern Sotho culture, it is unacceptable for boys to play with girls.  


Boys who play with girls are regarded as weak.  Boys always play away from home, 


and their games are rough to make them strong as compared to those of girls.  The 


aim of the song is to call for the withdrawal of the boy from girls and join other boys.  


In most cases it is effective. 
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Criticism is also expressed in songs to criticize laziness among children, like in the 


following song: 


 


A re ye nokeng 


O tla mpona nala di a rotha 


A re ye kgonyeng 


O tla mpona nala di a rotha 


A re ye go jeng 


Go tlotlometša ke go fetša lekako. 


 
(Let’s go to fetch water 
You’ll see nails dropping 
Let’s go fetch firewood 
You’ll see nails dropping 
Let’s go to eat 
A heap of porridge is gone.) 


 
The girls sing this song to a girl who does not want to perform duties at home. There 
are chores assigned to girls in their homes: washing dishes, fetching water, fetching 
firewood and collecting cow-dung for decorating homes. Most of the chores are 
performed in groups. The criticism that is embodied in this song is directed at some 
among the girls who do not give a hand in the communal work. The non-participating 
girls would, ultimately, join the pageantry to protect their social standing. 
The following song also criticizes dirtiness: 


 


Rakgolo o rwele hlogong 


Rakgolo o rwele hlogong. 


 


(Granny is carrying on his head 


Granny is carrying on his head.) 
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This song draws attention to refuse or dirty stuff on a child’s head or any part of the 


body. In response to this kind of criticism, a child tidies itself before going out to 


play.  The song promotes cleanliness among children. 


 


Another song that criticizes dirtiness is the one below: 


 


Song 


Hotši, hotši ba ra nna 


Ba ra nna  le ngwanešo 


Mokwa ba ra nna 


Ba ra nna le ngwanešo 


Re ja kudu. 


 


(Pig, pig they refer to me 


They refer to my sister and I 


Lazy one they refer to me 


They refer to my sister and I 


We are gluttons.) 


 


The word “hotši”, meaning ‘pig’ is almost used to exaggerate the dirtiness of a 


person.  In most cases, people are dirty because they are lazy to bath and wash their 


clothes.  If a child is lazy and dirty, the above song is sung at him/her in order to 


chastise him/her. 


4.1.6 Physical value 


 


Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:1059) defines the concept physical as 


“related to someone’s body rather than their mind and soul. 


 


Northern Sotho children’s songs are much of physical value, since they are always 


accompanied by games.  Almost all games played are accompanied by songs.  


Children are energetic as compared to adults.  They always perform actions as guided 


by the songs.  Every song has a particular dance style or game that corresponds with 
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it.  The songs and games make children fit and strong since they are always indirectly 


exercising their bodies. 


 


A few songs are given as examples, even though most if not all songs have physical 


value. 


 


       Song 


Sakana la ka ga le šeike 


Nna nka rata nka le šeikiša 


Jonna-joo! Thelela 


Thelela Jo! 


Jonna jo! Hlapa madiba. 


 


Bašemanyana ba ile kae 


Kgomo di fetša mabele 


Tsa mo di thiba Judas 


Tsa mo di thiba ngwanamme. 


 


(My cloth does not shake 


If I like I’ll shake it 


Jonna jo! Thelela 


 


Thelela Jo! 


Jonna jo!  Full wells. 


 


Where’ve the boys gone 


The cows graze off crop fields 


Go and remove them, Judas 


Remove them, my mother’s child.) 


 


As they sing this song, girls stand in a circle, all wearing tattered cloths around their 


waists.  As they sing, they take turns dancing and shaking their bodies in the circle.  
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The song is too physical since it needs a lot of energy that makes the cloths to jump 


up, down and sideways. 


 


Another song that shows physical value is the one sung by both boys and girls as they 


play with a skipping rope. 


 


Koko! motswala 


Ka gare, motswala 


Nkane ke kwele ba re: 


Kolobe tša gago  


Di lle mabele 


Tšhemong ya ka 


Ke nnete, motswala 


A re lwe, motswala 


Aha, aha, ahaaa. 


 


(Knock knock, my cousin 


Come in, my cousin 


Why do i hear that 


Your pigs 


Have eaten my crops 


At my fields 


It is true, my cousin 


Let’s fight, my cousin 


Ahaa, aha, ahaaa.) 


 


The children sing this song as they play with a skipping rope.  If needs be, they may 


sing and jump for the whole day.  They often change the songs but will still maintain 


the styles notation system. Skipping rope adds value to one of the most physical of 


children’s games. 


 


4.1.7 Didactic value/educational value 
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Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:373) defines didactics as “speech or 


writing that is intended to teach people a moral lesson”.   


 


Songs can perform the didactic function to children without parents being aware or 


involved.  The following are the didactic values offered to children. 


 


●   Counting 


 


The Oxford Dictionary (2003:104) defines the term count as “say numbers in their 


proper order.” 


 


The following song is a Northern Sotho song for teaching children to count: 


 


Ko thokolo  (one) 


Ko pedi  (two) 


Ko raro  (three) 


Ko nne  (four) 


Maphetho  (five) 


Komoti  (six) 


Ya bošupa  (seven) 


Mabala  (eight) 


Kokwane  (nine) 


Lesome.  (ten) 


 


The song is sung when children play a stone game.  Either two or three stones are 


juggled dexterously in the air, with the player singing a song as he/she counts from 


one to ten or points at his/her fingers as he/she sings the song, starting with a little 


finger of one hand to a little finger of another hand.  Every finger is assigned a 


number. 


 


● Learning about body parts 
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The following song is sung by children when they learn about their body parts. 


 


Tate mogolo 


O tšwa kae lehono 


Ke tšwa kwa sepetlele 


Kgauswi le dithaba 


O bolawa ke eng? 


Hlogo, magetla 


Sekhuba, letheka 


Dikhuru le menwana 


Dikhuru le menwana. 


 


(Grandfather, 


Where do you come from? 


I come from hospital 


Next to the mountains 


What are you suffering from? 


Head, shoulders, 


Chest, waist, 


Knees and toes 


Knees and toes.) 


 


As they sing every child is pointing at the body parts sung about.  This makes the 


children know their bodies, and identify different parts.  Below is an extract from the 


rhyme that teaches children about their body parts. 


 


Ngwedi o tagile 


Nnonnonnopi 


Seatla ka se bona 


Nnonnonnopi 


Monwana ka o bona 
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Nnonnonnopi 


Lenala ka le bona 


Nnonnonnopi. 


 


(The moon is bright 


Nnonnonnopi 


I can see the hand 


Nnonnonnopi 


I can see the finger 


Nnonnonnopi 


I can see the nail 


Nnonnonnopi.) 


 


Children will sing the song pointing at their body parts according to what the song 


instructs.  All the parts will be named.  The children who do not know those parts will 


learn from the song.  The song is sung repeatedly until all children master it, or 


sometimes is repeated on daily basis. 


 


● Moral lessons 


 


Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001:924) defines the term ‘moral’ as 


“connected with the principles of what is right and wrong behaviour and with the 


different between good and evil”.   


 


Every child in the community should live according to the needs of his/her 


community.  There are norms and values that guide and direct the children in their 


upbringing.  Children should obey those norms and values in order to be accepted as 


loyal members of the community. 


 


Some of the moral lessons offered are about respect, love, disobedience and pity. 


 


A.     Love 
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According to Dictionary of Contemporary English, the concept love is defined as “to 


care very much about someone, especially a member of your family or a close 


friend”.   


 


Children can express love for their friends by way of singing.  They have a simple 


affection that makes them to choose friends they feel comfortable to play with.  By 


songs, they are able to direct their affection to others by choosing them among others, 


as they dance. 


 


Song 


 


Nna nka ikgethela mokgotse waka 


Nna nka ikgethela mokgotse waka 


Mokgotse ka nnete 


Ke a mo rata ka nnete. 


 


(I can choose a friend 


I can choose a friend 


A friend really 


I really love her/him.) 


 


Children sing this song standing in a circle.  The first two lines are sung while 


clapping hands with one member in the circle.  During the singing of the last two 


lines, the leader in the circle chooses a friend and dance with him/her in the circle.  


They take turns choosing one another and dancing happily showing that they enjoy 


the song. 


 


B. Disobedience 
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There are songs that call children to stop disobeying parents or adults in the 


communities.  The disobedient children are always criticized by their peers by using 


songs. 


 


Song 


 


Matšhabasekolo 


A bolaya katse 


A e fa koko’agwe 


A re ke mmutla 


Koko’agwe le yena 


Ka go rata nama 


A e rutharutha 


A re ke mmutla. 


 


(That who plays truancy 


Killed a cat 


Gave it to granny 


Saying that is a hare 


Granny 


Because of liking meat 


She ate it 


Hoping that it’s a hare.) 


 


C. Pity 


 


There are songs that are sung by children as they feel pity for themselves concerning 


their experience at their homes or with their relatives. 


 


Hotši, hotši ba ra nna 


Ba ra nna le ngwanešo 


Mokwa ba ra nna 
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Ba ra  nna le ngwanešo 


Re ja kudu. 


 


(Pig, pig they refer to me 


They refer to my sister and I 


Lazy one they refer to me 


They refer to my sister and I 


We are gluttons.) 


 


By this song, the child expresses her suffering to other children or adults out there.  


She needs help from the people in the community.  The child is frustrated about how 


she is treated.  Such children may be suffering under the care of relatives, or may be 


ill-treated by the community members because of their poor family background. 


 


 


 


 


4.2 CONCLUSION 


 


Northern Sotho children’s lullabies, rhymes, and songs play an important role in the 


raising of children in the communities.  Songs can supplement parents (adults) when 


children are playing outside because some of the values they offer are supposed to be 


given by parents.  Most of the values are embedded in game songs because children 


spend most of their time playing away from parents.  Songs help children to develop 


morally, physically, emotionally, socially and so forth. 
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CHAPTER  FIVE 


 


5.1 CONCLUSION 


 


Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs were not taken seriously by researchers, 


and also the adults in their communities.  People always associated children’s songs 


with noisy singing that was of no value to life.  The study of children’s traditional 


songs reveals that they are well structured and are important to the lives of people 


singing or listening to them. 


 


The same traditional songs sung in the olden days are still sung today.  This shows 


that songs have been there from the beginning of human nature.  As part of oral 


tradition, they were handed down from generation to generation by word of mouth.  


Northern Sotho songs, like other genres of oral tradition, were not meant to be written 


but to be said orally.  This is supported by Guma (1967:179) saying”  “… traditional 


poetry was meant for the ear rather than the eye, to be heard rather than read”.  


Nowadays, it is important to write them in books to preserve them for future 


generations, even though their flexibility will be affected. 


 


Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs are divided into three (3) categories, 


being lullabies, rhymes, and songs (for slightly older children).  Those three (3) 


categories are characterized by repetition of either sounds, words or lines.  They can 


be sung at any time of the day, either at night or during the day. 


 


Many researchers agree that songs have the poetic nature.  The same applies to 


Northern Sotho children’s songs.  The only difference they have with poems is that 


they (songs) are characterized by singing.  Their poetic nature makes it easy for them 


to be analysed using poetic devices. 


 


Lullabies, rhymes and songs can be analysed according to their external and internal 


structures. 
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External structure of the song is about the literal form of language, and the external 


shape of the material used by the poet.  The poetic devices used to analyse the 


external structure of lullabies, rhymes and songs are as listed below: 


 


● Refrain – which is defined as a phrase, line or verse that recurs in its 


 totality so regularly as to become a controlling or defining structural factor. 


 


● Parallelism – which is described as linguistic similarities observed  between 


 certain lines in a verse of poetry. 


 


● Linking – being a word or idea occurring in the second half of a line which 


 is  repeated in he first half of the succeeding line. 


 


● Elision is defined as the omission of a syllable or vowel from the spoken 


 word. 


 


● Alliteration occurs when a consonant sound or sounds are repeated in one  or 


 more lines of poetry to obtain a particular sound effect. 


 


● Assonance is described as occurring when identical vowel-sounds preceded 


 and followed by differing consonant sounds, in words in proximity. 


 


● Repetition means doing the same thing many times. 


 


● Rhythm is a regular repeated pattern of sounds or movements. 


 


● Rhyme is a type of echoing produced by the close placement of two or more 


words within similarly sounding final syllables. 
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Internal structure refers to the underlying meaning of the figurative language.  The 


poetic devices used to analyse the internal structure of lullabies, rhymes and songs 


are: 


 


● Personification which is defined as the attribution of human characteristics 


 or feelings to non-human organisms, inanimate objects or abstract ideas. 


 


● Metaphor is described as a figure of speech in which a word or phrase 


 denoting one kind of object or action is used in place of another to suggest  a 


 likeness or analogy between them. 


 


● Simile occurs when there is an explicit comparison between essentially 


 unlike things, introduced by a word such as “like” or as or a verb such as 


 “seems”. 


 


● Hyperbole is defined as a figure of speech representing an obvious 


 exaggeration. 


 


Besides the structures of the songs, the researcher also discovered the significance of 


the children’s traditional songs.  Northern Sotho children’s songs play an important 


role in the lives of the children.  Traditional songs are responsible for the 


development of children in all aspects of life, such as, moral, social, mental and 


physical aspects.  They build children to be responsible and acceptable members of 


the society due to values involved in them.  The following are the values given to 


children by the traditional songs: 


 


● Aesthetic value – It is about the beauty of the song.  The beauty lies in the 


 way they respond to their songs.  They always look happy and entertained  to 


 show appreciation of the song. 
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● Conative value – It deals with the emotional aspect.  Children can sing the 


 songs to express their feelings in different ways.  Some may express  sadness, 


 and others happiness. 


 


● Communicative value – It is about imparting knowledge to others.   Children 


can sing songs that inform others about their community situations  that were 


not known to others. 


 


● Communal art value – Songs can differ from one community to another.  


 Some songs may have slightly different words but with the objective not 


 being affected. 


 


● Criticism – Children can use songs to criticize others.  Criticism may be 


 constructive (build) or destructive (destroy).  Most of the children’s 


 criticizing songs are constructive. 


 


● Physical value – This is experienced when songs are accompanied by 


 games or dances.  Most of the songs involve actions.  They make children  to 


 be fit and active. 


 


● Didactive value- Some of the songs are educative.  Children can get moral 


 lessons (love, respect), learn counting body parts from songs. 


 


5.2 FINDINGS 


 


Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs are negatively influenced by other 


cultures.  The researcher discovered that most of the songs lost their originality.  


Most of them are either bilingual, trilingual or multilingual. 


 


Example:  The following song is sung by children while seated and stretching their 


legs forward.  It is a nonsense song that is made up of many languages (multilingual): 
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Pekete pekete mabule 


Sela sela Gentleman   [English] 


Tikalolo tšia 


Plana plana sosthila 


Aga Jemeria sis tog  [Afrikaans] 


Phuma wena   [Zulu] 


Sala wena    [Zulu] 


 


The above song reflects an influence caused by interaction of people with different 


languages.  If the language is affected, songs are also affected. 


 


The following are factors contributing to the songs losing their originality. 


 


A. The issue of Western Culture  


 


There is a belief that Western culture is bringing civilization to the people,  Africans 


in particular.  Most of the African people misinterpret the word civilization in such a 


way that they shift from their languages and culture and adopt those of the western 


people, e.g. English.  Such people are not aware of the danger they are causing to 


their children and the coming generations.  The society that does not respect its 


language and culture is a lost society.  Traditional activities such as traditional songs 


are affected. 


 


B. Introduction of foreign languages at primary schools 


 


Languages such as English and Afrikaans at primary schools give a negative 


influence to the native language of the children.  Children become confused and end-


up including all languages in their speeches and also in songs.  This badly affects 


traditional songs. 


 


C. Multiracial schools 
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Multiracial schools contribute in the dying of other (African) languages, that also 


affects the cultural and traditional activities of the children.  At such schools one 


language (English) is always used as language of communication and there is no way 


in which a foreign language can direct or guide people about their cultures and 


traditions.  Children leave their traditional songs and concentrate on the songs of the 


borrowed languages.  Modern songs are taken seriously at the expense of traditional 


songs. 


 


D. Intercultural activities 


 


Children from different cultural and language backgrounds always gather at 


playgrounds or recreation centres, playing or competing on different activities.  At 


this time, they shift among languages to try and create the atmosphere where they 


will understand each other.  This makes them to sacrifice their languages and use the 


language that will accommodate them all.  Most of the songs are translated into other 


languages or become multilingual and this makes them lose value. 


 


5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


● It is the responsibility of the language speakers to protect their traditional 


 activities.  Northern Sotho speakers should always involve their children in  all 


 cultural activities.  Children should be taught their traditional songs.  


 Communities  should organize cultural festivals that will make everyone 


 aware of his/her originality.  Festivals can also be held interculturally so 


 that children can learn about different cultures.  This will instill the love 


 and pride of their culture in their minds. 


 


● Northern Sotho children’s traditional songs should form part of the school 


 curriculum at primary and secondary schools.  Together with their games, 


 children’s traditional  songs can help the children to understand their 


 culture better.  The traditional songs and their games should be given first 


 preference than other sporting activities like rugby, soccer, tennis and 
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 netball.    Children should compete with other children on the traditional 


 songs and their games. 


 


The researcher finds it necessary that children’s traditional songs should be written in 


books to preserve them for future generations since they are now faced with a lot of 


problems (challenges) that may cause them to die completely. 
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